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Streetlight 11
by Osram
This range of
luminaires purports to
increase public safety
through homogenous
lighting, cut down
energy consumption
by up to 80 per cent
and reduce light
pollution due to its
precise alignment. The
smart city and smart
city ready options
come in three sizes
for mounting heights
of 3m to 12m, two
colour temperatures
and diverse control
possibilities. osram.com

2
Etta and Etta Eyelid
by John Cullen
Lighting
These miniature LED
lights have a 46mm
diameter and colour
rendition of CRI 90 for
shelves, cabinets and
kitchens. The reflector
is in black for a more
consistent true colour
of light output. The
Eyelid has precisionengineered low glare,
while Etta is available
with a surface mount
collar. Both come
in white, bronze
and aluminium.
johncullenlighting.com

3
RainSelect
by hansgrohe
A convenient and
sleek control unit for
overhead showers, the
RainSelect features
70mm x 70mm
switches, with dials
for water volume and
temperature, a porter
unit for the hand-held
showerhead and a
hose connection, in
a metal or glass finish
with a metal rim. There
are two models to
choose from, as well
as a separate solution
for in-bath showers.
hansgrohe.com

4
norament 926
special edition
by nora systems
The German flooring
provider celebrated
the 50th birthday of its
pastille rubber floors
by adding a new
colour. For the special
edition, shimmering
particles of granite are
incorporated into the
stone-grey rubber tiles.
nora’s resilient flooring
has high sound
absorption and slip
resistance, and is
available in 20
standard colours.
nora.com

5
Ruckus
by KI
Created with student
engagement and
comfort in mind, this
seating collection
includes task, four-leg
and stack chairs, and
stools in two heights.
The chair’s backrest
also functions as a
work surface. The
fibreglass reinforced
polypropylene seat and
backrest are available
in 24 standard colours
and the base in 31
finishes, with an option
to add upholstered
seat pads. ki.com
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